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Rikka Spa offers a wellness journey designed to imbue a deep sense of place, in a sanctuary of warmth

and tranquillity, where guests can unwind their bodies, relax their minds and regain vitality. 

Created in collaboration with Lapidem Tokyo, our programs are created around a philosophy that “true

beauty only comes from good health”. Our wellness journey is designed based on oriental medicine,

traditional remedies and healing methods that have been handed down since ancient times, and follows

the natural order of things, supplementing what is lacking and eliminating what is superfluous in order to

restore balance and achieve a lifestyle full of physical and mental health and fulfilment. 

Rikka (六花) means snow in Japanese with the literal translation meaning 'flower of six' representing the

beautiful hexagonal snowflake. Rikka perfectly represents our six key elements (Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal,

Water together with Yin Yang principle) through the blessings of nature.



All our spa treatments and programs are curated by award

winning spa Lapidem Tokyo, widely recognised as one of

Japan's leading day spas and consistently conferred awards

for 'Best Luxury Spa' and 'Best Day Spa' in Japan. Treatments

use a selection of Lapidem products that focus on natural

ingredients to maximize the skin's natural ability to improve its

health and well-being.

Rikka Spa is managed in collaboration with Concept Asia, a

pioneer in the wellness and spa industry operating and

managing many of the leading hotel spas across Japan, as

well as China and Korea.



WELCOME R I TUAL

WELCOME  R I TUAL

The Rikka Spa wellness journey begins with a 'Welcome Ritual'.

Local seasonal herbs and spirits are used, as well as salts and

essential oils with healing properties. 

By performing the ritual before the treatment, the mind and spirit

are soothed and the benefits of the treatment are further enhanced.

At the end of all treatments, the 'Wake Up Ritual' using peppermint

and medicinal herbs will gradually lead you from a state of deep

relaxation back to the present.
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Signature Treatment

Annupuri Nature Ritual      

                  

120 min I 34,000 yen

Improves the rhythm and balance of your body and mind / Improves

unexplained disorders/ Relieves fatigue / Deep peace and recovery / Brings

harmony to energy and hormone balance/ Improves immunity 

Our Signature well-being journey has been designed to respect the

beauty of nature, to learn from it and live with it based on traditional

local remedies and the principles of Yin Yang together with the five

element theories of oriental medicine. This wellness program begins

with a back scrub followed by a hot herbal compress to calm the

autonomic nervous system. Using natural wood and oils suited to the

guest’s specific physical condition, the treatment approaches all the

body’s meridians to release accumulated fatigue and restore

balance.

Imbued with the beauty of Niseko’s nature, whilst incorporating

traditional Japanese elements, it promotes the recovery of our self-

healing power and balances the body and mind, to reclaim your true

self.    

Nature Welcome Ritual > Pre-therapy > Tree Therapy > Meridian Therapy

(back) > Meridian Therapy (front) > Cleansing > Tenugui Washing > Facial

and Décolleté Therapy > Moisturize > Head Therapy > Finishing Touches >

Wake Up Ritual
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ANNUPUR I  NATURE  R I TUAL



Signature Treatment

Ioira Nature Ritual       

                 

90 min I 28,000 yen

Improves the rhythm and balance of your body and mind / Improves

unexplained disorders/ Relieves fatigue / Deep peace and recovery / Brings

harmony to energy and hormone balance/ Improves immunity 

Our Signature well-being journey has been designed to respect the

beauty of nature, to learn from it and live with it based on traditional

local remedies and the principles of Yin Yang together with the five

element theories of oriental medicine. This wellness program begins

with a back scrub followed by a hot herbal compress to calm the

autonomic nervous system. Using natural wood and oils suited to the

guest’s specific physical condition, the treatment approaches all the

body’s meridians to release accumulated fatigue and restore

balance.

Imbued with the beauty of Niseko’s nature, whilst incorporating

traditional Japanese elements, it promotes the recovery of our self-

healing power and balances the body and mind, to reclaim your true

self.    

Nature Welcome Ritual > Aromatic Bath > Pre-therapy > Back Scrub >

Warm Herbal Compress > Tree Massage > Meridian Therapy > Head

Therapy > Finishing Touches > Wake Up Ritual
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IO IRA  NATURE  R I TUAL



Seasonal Wellness Ritual

Full Body 60 min I 18,000 yen

Full Body 90 min I 24,000 yen

Improves muscular fatigue / Relieves fatigue and jet lag / Detox / Relieves

stiffness and body tension  

This Wellness ritual reflects the beauty of the season whilst

incorporating traditional Japanese KAPPO stretching elements,

perfect for recovering from the snow sports and the day’s activities.

The feeling of being enveloped in nature’s blessings can help you

unwind, heal tired joints and muscles, and relieve your stress. 

Welcome Ritual > Kappo Stretching > Sound Therapy > Pre-therapy >

Lymphatic Detox Therapy (back) > Lymphatic Detox Therapy (front) > Head

Therapy > Wake Up Ritual

※The above treatment details are for the Full Body 90 min ritual.  
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SEASONAL  WELLNESS  R I TUAL



Niseko Herbal Healing Therapy

Full Body 90 min I 26,000 yen

Deep relaxation / Peace of mind / Relief from digital stress / Improves sleep

quality / Performance enhancement 

This program is designed to improve sleep quality and deep

relaxation by using a long-stroke approach that gently flows

throughout the body to promote breathing and balance the

autonomic nervous system. 

Herbal compresses filled with natural ingredients from Niseko are

gently pressed against the skin in harmony with the rhythm of the

breathing. By taking in the energy of the natural world, stress, mental

strain, and anxiety can be alleviated, helping you regain peace of

mind and improve your performance in daily life.  

Welcome Ritual > Pre-therapy > Sound Bath > Herbal Ball and Healing

Therapy (back) > Sound Bath > Herbal Ball and Healing Therapy (front) >

Head Therapy > Wake Up Ritual 
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NISEKO HERBAL  HEAL ING THERAPY



Stone Meditation Therapy

Full Body 90 min I 28,000 yen

Relieves sensitivity to cold / Brings harmony and balance / Promotes blood

circulation / Relieves chronic pain and nervous tension / Improves immunity /

Deep meditation 

Inspired by the stone gardens of Zen philosophy, this program uses

natural stones that were created by volcanic activity 2.8 billion years

ago. By applying strong pressure, the blood circulation and

lymphatic flow is improved, and unnecessary waste is removed. The

direct feeling of nature's energy will bring about a deep meditative

effect and help you regain your true self.

Welcome Ritual > Aromatic Bath > Pre-therapy > Sound Bath > Hot Stone

Treatment > Head Therapy > Wake Up Ritual
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STONE  MED ITAT ION THERAPY



Therapeutic Body 

Full Body 60 min I 18,000 yen

Full Body 90 min / 24,000 yen

Relieves stiffness and body tension/ Improves muscular fatigue 

 

This program begins with an initial correction of the body's

distortions, then uses an effective approach to the fascia to deeply

relax the body and restore its lightness, which has been stiffened by

sports or daily digital work. Being a dry treatment, it can be

performed while wearing clothes.

The 90-minute therapy includes a neck and head treatment to relieve

stress and eye strain that can easily accumulate in that area, leaving

you refreshed and improving your performance on the following day.

Welcome Ritual > Seitai Bodywork > Deep Tissue Treatment with fascial

release and acupoints pressure > Neck and Head > Wake Up Ritual

*The above treatment details are for the Full Body 90 min.
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THERAPEUT IC  BODY  TREATMENT



Conditioning & Therapeutic Body 

Full Body 90 min I 24,000 yen

Relieves fatigue after sports / Removes stiffness and tension of the

body / Improves muscle fatigue / Promotes blood circulation

This program is specifically created for sports lovers. It begins with a

dry treatment that approaches the body's contortions and the fascia,

while the oil treatment that follows stimulates circulation and

activates the lymphatic flow. The refined techniques of our therapists

will help you to remove muscle aches and fatigue accumulated in

your body. This program is recommended before and after intense

activities or for those who do bodywork on a daily basis.

Welcome Ritual > Seitai Bodywork > Deep Tissue Treatment with fascial

release and acupoints pressure > Conditioning Treatment > Head and Neck

> Wake Up Ritual
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CONDIT IONING &  THERAPEUT IC  

BODY  TREATMENT



SK IN HEALTH THERAPY

Skin Health Therapy

Facial 60 min I 18,000 yen

Soothes the skin / Nourishes the skin / Improves dullness / Promotes turnover

This facial treatment is designed to help the skin recover from the

damage caused by the strong UV rays in the mountains and leads to

clear and bright skin. Based on ancient Japanese beauty rituals, this

treatment will help relieve skin tiredness and restore a healthy

balance.

Welcome Ritual > Pre-therapy > Cleansing > Tenugui Washing > Rice

Flour Scrub > Facial and Décolleté Therapy > Mask > Head Therapy >

Moisturize > Wake Up Ritual
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PRODUCT NAME SIZE RETAIL PRICE DESCRIPTION

AG Moisture Cleanser    250ml ¥3,800

A gentle cream cleanser that acts like a beauty essence serum on the skin. While

removing makeup and excess sebum, it nourishes the skin and leads to finer, plumper,

softer skin. This cleanser is made from non-irritating natural ingredients, and can be

used as a morning and night cleanser, eliminating the need for a second face wash.

The lime fragrance is soothing and helps to restore the skin's clarity and purity.

CL Body Cream     280ml ¥4,600

A smooth, non-sticky massage cream. With a subtle scent of orange and lime, it is

smooth to use and penetrates the skin so well that it does not stick to the skin even if

you put on clothes immediately after application. The luxurious combination of plants

and seaweed extracts leaves the skin fresh, firm, and toned.

PU Serum Lotion   180ml ¥3,800

A high-performance lotion that refreshes and moisturizes both mind and skin. It has a

thick texture and a refreshing lime scent. The lotion, rich in skin beautifying and

moisturizing ingredients, quickly penetrates the keratin as soon as it is applied to the

skin. Ingredients extracted from Japanese sake enhance the hydration action, for a

moist and supple skin.
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LAP IDEM PRODUCTS

B r i ng  home  t he  i ndu lgence  o f  you r  R i k ka  Spa  e xpe r i ence .  A l l  t he  Lap idem p roduc t s  u sed  i n  ou r  t r ea tmen t s

a re  a va i l ab l e  f o r  pu r chase  a t  R i k ka  Spa .



PRODUCT NAME SIZE RETAIL PRICE DESCRIPTION

AG Pure Scrub  50g ¥4,200

This mild scrub is made of konjac and rice flour. It does not have the hard roughness

characteristic of scrubs, so it can be used even on the corners of the eyes, where the

skin is thinner. In addition, minerals, vitamins, and antioxidants remove dullness from

the skin, leaving it translucent and white. This scrub also enhances the penetration of

lotions and creams, maximizing the effects of your skincare routine.

RJ Face Cream   30g ¥3,800

A finishing, highly moisturizing cream that protects the skin from dryness and damage.

The soft and smooth cream forms a thin film on the skin's surface, creating a barrier

effect and restoring a beautiful shine to the skin. It is richly moisturizing yet non-greasy,

and thanks to its light texture it can be used morning and evening.

Bath & Massage Oil 01

(Release) 
100ml ¥2,800

A multi-purpose oil that releases tension from the mind and body, leading to a calm

and positive mood. A blend of yuzu, bergamot and lime, its fragrance is reminiscent of

springtime plants that are growing and flourishing, and it encourages the flow of Qi

energy into the body. It is effective in regulating the autonomic nervous system and

relieving irritability and muscle tension.

Bath & Massage Oil 02

(Calm)  
50ml ¥2,800

A multi-purpose oil that leads to deep relaxation. The blend of ylang ylang, bitter

orange, and lavender stimulates blood circulation and flows throughout the body for a

deeply relaxing effect. Recommended for those who suffer from depression, anxiety,

insomnia, and sensitivity to cold.
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PRODUCT NAME SIZE RETAIL PRICE DESCRIPTION

Bath & Massage Oil 03

(Balance) 
50ml ¥2,800

An inspirational multi-purpose oil. The blend of lemon, frankincense and hibiscus

balances the energy of mind and body, giving you vitality and focus. This oil has a

high grounding effect and gives a sense of stability and strength. Recommended for

those with a poor appetite and lack of energy.

Bath & Massage Oil 04

(Breath) 
50ml ¥2,800

A multi-purpose oil that awakens your true self. The refreshing blend of eucalyptus and

tea tree will awaken your true self while you feel as if you are bathing surrounded by

the forest. Recommended for those who are prone to catching colds or having skin

problems.

Bath & Massage Oil 05

(Charge) 
50ml ¥2,800

A multi-purpose oil that restores your calm and serenity. A blend of geranium, juniper,

and thyme balances the body's water balance while the cool and woody-green scent

creates a peaceful atmosphere that restores gentleness and tranquility. Recommended

for those who suffer from sluggishness and swelling due to poor metabolism.

Tenugui Cloth   RED ¥1,600 This hand towel is made of high-quality Tokuoka fabric.

Tenugui Cloth   NAVY ¥1,600 This hand towel is made of high-quality Tokuoka fabric.
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Hours: 

August - October: 14:00 - 21:00

December - March: 14:00 - 23:00

For Reservations:

 Local: 0136 55 7796

International: +81 136 55 7796

www.rikkaspa.com

Miki Sakuma

Spa Manager


